Localized damage repair and polishing of silica-based optics using mid-and far-IR CO 2 lasers has been shown to be an effective method for increasing optical damage threshold in the UV. However, it is known that CO 2 laser heating of silicate surfaces can lead to a level of residual stress capable of causing critical fracture either during or after laser treatment. Sufficient control of the surface temperature as a function of time and position is therefore required to limit this residual stress to an acceptable level to avoid critical fracture. In this work we present the results of 351 nm, 3ns Gaussian damage growth experiments within regions of varying residual stress caused by prior CO 2 laser exposures. Thermally stressed regions were non-destructively characterized using polarimetry and confocal Raman microscopy to measure the stress induced birefringence and fictive temperature respectively. For 1~40s square pulse CO 2 laser exposures created over 0.5-1.25kW/cm 2 with a 1-3mm 1/e 2 diameter beam (T max~1 500-3000K), the critical damage site size leading to fracture increases weakly with peak temperature, but shows a stronger dependence on cooling rate, as predicted by finite element hydrodynamics simulations. Confocal micro-Raman was used to probe structural changes to the glass over different thermal histories and indicated a maximum fictive temperature of 1900K for T max ≥2000K. The effect of cooling rate on fictive temperature caused by CO 2 laser heating are consistent with finite element calculations based on a Tool-Narayanaswamy relaxation model.
INTRODUCTION
Surface heating using CO 2 lasers has proven effective at removing or reflowing damage on UV optics suitable in high power laser systems. For example, damage mitigation [1] [2] , surface polishing [3] , cutting and surface patterning [4] using CO 2 lasers have been demonstrated and applied to silica-based materials with great success. These treatments generally require depositing enough laser energy to heat the glass above the transition/annealing point T g and, in the case of ablation, up to and beyond the boiling point T b . Figure 1 shows the viscosity [5] and vapor pressure [6] of silica as a function of temperature, indicating the range between T g and T b . It is well known however, that the brittle nature of glasses can make them prone to failure from thermal strains induced from nonuniform temperature fields. Silica, because of it relatively low thermal expansion coefficient (~0.55ppm/K) is less sensitive to thermal gradients during heating, but upon rapid cooling can accumulate a significant amount of residual stress due to the finite relaxation times near the glass transition. While not a known danger in and of itself with regard to damage initiation in high power lasers, upon introduction of a surface flaw/damage larger than some critical size, an extended fracture can occur to relieve stress throughout the heat-treated region. This critical fracture effect can cause an acceleration of damage growth such that the resulting diameter can quickly go beyond a treatable range in terms of subsequent damage mitigation. Furthermore, reflections from fracture boundaries near the surface can cause additional local damage initiations that also add to the effective damage growth. The relationship between maximum flaw length, a, and uniform critical stress c at the critical fracture limit is given by [7] ( 1 ) a K I c a where K I = 0.75 MPa.m -1/2 is the fracture toughness of fused silica. Because damage mitigation strategies generally specify a maximum treatable diameter, Eq. (1) describes the corresponding maximum allowable stress in a CO 2 treated zone. For example, a flaw/damage site around 500 m in diameter would cause a critical fracture on silica surfaces with more than 20MPa of (tensile) stress. Therefore, CO 2 laser parameters that can achieve workable temperatures above T g , while limiting the residual stress are cruicial in preventing fractures upon incidental damage initiations. In this work, a CO 2 laser was used to heat fused silica surfaces to peak temperatures in the range 1600-3200K, over 1-100s of exposure time, and with various cooling sequences. Flaws are then introduced in the form of pulsed UV laser damage initiations and grown with subsequent UV pulses until the fracture limit is achieved and c can be estimated. Finite element calculations are performed to explain the details of residual stress build up upon cooling, and the distribution of hoop and radial stresses throughout the heat affected zone. It will be shown that the critical stress correlates well with a maximum stress located not along the surface but 200-300 m below the surface for the cases studied here. Finally, confocal Raman microscopy was performed to measure the fictive temperature and characterize the temperature-induced changes in the glass structure which lead to the final residual stress state. The measured fictive temperature depth profiles agree well with those calculated using a Tool-Narayanaswamy relaxation model and thermal histories predicted from finite element analysis. The possibility of using thermal only fictive temperature calculations to predict thermal stresses will be discussed.
EXPERIMENTAL
All samples were as-received, polished UV-grade Corning 7980 fused silica, 10mm thick by 51mm diameter round windows. A 10.6 m laser (Synrad firestar V20), with a maximum output power of 20 watts and power stability of ±5%, is used for heating the fused silica sample. Beam power, diameter and SiO 2 surface temperature are all monitored in real time. Heat-treated regions were created on the silica samples with varying maximum temperatures and cooling regimes. In all cases the temperature was either quenched by turning off the laser at the end of the heating time, or cooled (lower T hold, ramp) over a period equal to the heating time. The beam shape was nominally Gaussian with an asymmetry between long and short 1/e 2 diameters of less than 10%. Details of both the laser heating apparatus and in situ thermal measurements are described in more detail elsewhere [8] . Following 10.6 m laser exposures, each site was first imaged using cross-polarizers to identify the birefringence isoclines and then aligned to a frequency tripled Nd-YAG laser focal spot with a ~70 m 1/e 2 diameter. Single 355nm, 10ns, ~60J/cm 2 pulses were used to initiate a damage site of less than 100 m diameter near the center of each stressed region. A large aperture (~30mm), 355nm laser at the optical sciences laboratory [9] was used to grow the damage sites with 5ns flat-in-time ~10J/cm 2 pulses. After each pulse, the sample was taken out and the sites imaged (following a 30min wait) using a 5x microscope to inspect damage morphology. Laser shots continued until each site grew to a longest length (Feret's) diameter of >500 m.
A separate set of witness samples were created for Raman microscopy. Confocal Raman microscopy was carried out using a diode pumped frequency doubled Nd-YVO 4 laser operating at 532nm and in a back-scattering geometry with a 100x/0.70NA objective. A 50 m core multimode fiber was used as the collection pinhole resulting in a confocal volume of approximately 1 2 x 5 m 3 . Filtered Raman light was dispersed in an f/4 spectrophotometer with a 1200gr/mm grating and LN-cooled 1100x300 pixel CCD. Figure 2 shows a typical sequence of damage growth shots and resulting morphologies of damage initiated within stressed regions. The particular site shown was exposed to a peak temperature of 2300K and quench-cooled. As shown, following the 7 th shot, the residual stress within the region caused a dramatic radial fracture, quadrupling the Feret's diameter in the process. Afterwards, the ECD of the site grew at a rate roughly equal to that before the fracture event, while the Feret's diameter grew much more slowly. It is interesting to note that the ECD growth behavior was quite close to that predicted from previous unstressed experiments [10] , namely ECD(final)~ECD(initial)*exp( N) where =0.04*(fluence-4.5) with fluence in J/cm 2 , indicating that the residual stress apparently does not affect core growth rate. The ECD generally showed this exponential behavior throughout the growth shots, where as the Feret's diameter approached a peak value. The morphology at the crack extremes indicated in the rightmost micrograph of Fig. 2 shows a curving of the crack tip in a tangential direction between shots 6 and 13. This curving behavior had the effect of limiting the extent of the overall damage.
DAMAGE GROWTH AND CRITICAL FRACTURE
The effect of increasing laser power and surface temperature on critical fracture behavior is shown in Fig. 3 . In all cases, 2-4 radial cracks emanated from the site center, with the number of cracks scaling roughly with the measured peak temperature and appearing symmetrically distributed around the site. For surface temperatures below ~1700K, stress effects caused by quench seemed negligible up to damage site diameters of ECD~500 m. Between 2000 and Figure 3 : Flaw size, taken as the ECD just before fracture, and estimated critical stress using Eq. 1, plotted against peak temperature for various exposures and cooling cycles.
3000K, the effect of increasing peak temperature (or laser power) on allowable flaw size was weak, yielding critical stress values in the range 25~35MPa. A stronger dependence was observed between cooling methods. For a 2300K quench plus 'isothermal' hold with the on axis peak temperature just above the glass transition temperature, the estimated critical stress was roughly 8MPa lower than the quenched case, while the ramp downs showed a 10-13MPa decrease. In fact, virtually all cooling types for a peak 2300K treatment lowered critical stress and increased allowable flaw size to values close to the upper limit values of the 1700K case. However, it is significant that the 'hold' had the smallest affect, as will be discussed later. These results shows the importance of avoiding rapid cool downs when attempting to minimize residual stress.
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
Solving for the residual stress and plastic deformation of amorphous silica due to the deposition of energy by a laser requires a solution to a coupled system of partial differential equations: the heat equation, given by (2) , and the balance of linear momentum, shown in (3).
In (2) and (3), , C p and are the density, specific heat capacity under constant pressure and the thermal conductivity respectively [11] ; T is the temperature field, t is time, and Q is an external energy source (in this case deposited by the laser), is the Cauchy stress tensor, b is the body force and u is displacement with the raised double dots denoting two derivatives with respect to time. As this is a coupled thermal-mechanics problem, the divergence and gradient operators in (2) must be taken with respect to the current coordinate frame. The divergence operator in (3) is already in the current frame, as it has been written in lowercase lettering. Solving the above coupled equations is performed using a staggered, operator-split method [12] and applying only evaporative cooling [6] and traction-free surface boundary conditions for (2) and (3) respectively.
The heat source Q appearing in (2) caused by an absorbing incident Gaussian laser beam can be expressed as (4) where is the absorption coefficient [13] , P is the absorbed laser power, and r 0 is the 1/e 2 radius of the laser beam. Finally, the constitutive equation describing the viscoelastic behavior of a glass can be written in terms of the usual Maxwell model as (5) The strain in (5) responds elastically to stress through the shear modulus G in the second term, while a time dependent viscous response is described by the first term through an Arrhenius viscosity = 0 exp[ H/RT(t)] where H is the activation energy [5] . Although not expressed explicitly, it should be recognized that in (2)- (5) the temperature dependence of the material properties ρ, C p , , accurate thermal and mechanical predictions.
In creating an axisymmetric computational model for the finite element simulations, the smallest absorption depth of any CO 2 laser used in the experiments was considered to ensure adequate mesh refinement. To sufficiently resolve the energy deposition, several elements had to be placed within an absorption depth of the surface; a 10.6μm wavelength CO 2 laser has the smallest absorption depth, 4.0μm at 2073.15K. To resolve the energy deposition, at least two elements were needed through the thickness of this absorption region, requiring a mesh spatial discretization of around 2μm. As the computational simulations required an implicit time integration scheme to reach the experimental time periods on the order of seconds to minutes, it was desirable to limit the total number of elements. Instead of uniformly meshing the silica sample, a highly non-uniform meshing scheme was applied which resulted in a 2μm by 2μm meshing directly below the laser and gradually increased to the bottom outside edge of the sample. For the aforementioned cylindrical geometry of 10x51mm this yielded a mesh with 22,000 elements instead of the 62,500,000 elements which would have been required with a uniform mesh.
COMPARISON OF SIMULATED STRESS FIELDS WITH FRACTURE EXPERIMENTS
We now consider the predicted stress fields caused by CO 2 laser heating as the material heats up to a peak temperature of ~2000K. Far below the glass transition temperature, but above ambient temperature, thermal expansion of the heated material causes a compressive strain to develop which falls off as ~r -3/2 far from the beam center. At the incident surface, a net displacement of material creates a bump on the order of several hundred nanometers which is only weakly dependent on beam size and scales roughly at 100nm per watt of incident power. Compressive stresses build up until the maximum peak temperature exceeds T g at which point the compressive stress is completely relaxed throughout the region T< T g , and surrounding compressive stress decreases. As a result of this stress relaxation, the radial compressive stress is converted into an axial strain in the relaxed region, pushing material above the thermoelastically displaced surface boundary. Note that since T g -T 0 ≈ 1000K, the surface melt zone approximately ranges from 0.69r 0 to r 0 for on-axis peak temperatures between the softening (~1900K) and boiling point (~3000) of fused silica. Figure 4a shows the hoop stress distribution at t=6.57s during a 10s exposure for r 0 =500 m and P=5W. The resulting maximum temperature was 2007K and the melt zone is observed to extend to 350-400 m or 0.7r 0 to 0.8r 0 from beam center, in reasonable agreement with our analytical approximation (0.72 r 0 ). This melt zone persists in a zero stress state until the laser is shut off and a rapid thermal quench ensues. Because the glass cannot completely relax the axially strained material over times short compared to stress relaxation times /G, the surface above the formerly zero stress region is plastically deformed. Thus, as the surrounding material cools and contracts, what was the central melt zone has a slightly smaller subsurface volume and undergoes tensile strain as the body collectively cools. The resulting stress field 0.9 seconds after laser shut off is shown in Fig4b, where the zero stress zone is effectively replaced by a region with high tensile stress, with a small region in slight [14] for CO 2 laser treated borosilicate, the magnitude of the final residual tensile stress is nearly equal to the maximum compressive stress prior to cool down (20-30MPa). It is interesting to note that the maximum normal stresses do not occur at z=r=0, but in fact reside in regions below the surface at r=0 and off-axis for z=0. Figure 5 shows a plot of maximum hoop and radial tensile stress versus radial position, taken anywhere along the z direction, for a site heated to T max ≈2300K and quenched (critical fracture size ≈200 m). Also plotted is the axial position of the maximum hoop stress, which was nearly the same as that of the maximum radial stress. A micrograph of the damage site grown in a region heated with the laser conditions shown in Fig. 4 is overlaid on the graph, showing the correlation of the fracture morphology and the stress distribution around the site. At a depth of ~270 m, the peak hoop (and, by symmetry, radial) tensile stress was approximately 30MPa while at z=r=0 the stress fell to 20MPa. The radial fractures clearly correspond to the hoop stresses residing in the first 300 m of the surface, and in fact appeared deeper closer to the center, in general agreement with the stress distribution shown. Indeed, optical coherence tomography (not shown) also indicated that the crack depth decreased along the radial length of the fracture. Near the termination of the crack tip, the interesting curving behavior noted in the previous section can now be understood in terms of radial and hoop stress maxima: While the hoop (tensile) stress maxima monotonically decreases as a function of radius until turning compressive, the radial stress has a local maximum near the edge of the melt zone causing the crack propagation to go from radial to tangential. The relative increase in radial over hoop tensile stress therefore has the effect of limiting the extent of the fracture zone, and explains the slower overall growth of the Feret's diameter previously discussed.
The effect of maximum temperature and cooling cycle is summarized in Table I . The second and third columns indicate the maximum temperature just before laser shut off and the maximum hoop stress, respectively. The last column is the estimated critical stress using eq. (1) and the observed damage site diameter coinciding with the critical fracture. As observed in the fracture experiments, the calculated maximum hoop stress only weakly increased with temperature ranging from 26.7 to 30.6 MPa for peak temperatures of 1700 -2300K. A wider range of critical stress values were estimated from experiment, which is likely due to the non-uniformity in the damage morphology and the fact that the damage site itself is producing a stress field which may interact with that produced from the CO 2 laser heating. Nonetheless, the calculated value for the maximum hoop stresses (26~31MPa) would predict critical failure for flaws roughly 200-350 m in size, which is remarkably close to the observed fracture behavior. In the case of varying cool downs, the trend in the data followed that predicted, although the error bar overlap in the data precludes a definitive correlation. It is interesting to note that, unlike the isothermal hold recommended for stress annealing in glass slabs, the hold near T max~Tg produced stress levels similar to that of the quench case. Only linear ramps appeared to produce a non-negligible amount of stress reduction, with the ramp to ~T g being slightly superior.
FICTIVE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
The complex stress distributions calculated in the preceding section clearly warrant a more precise experimental probe into viscoplasticity of heat affected regions. While polarimetry has been used to calibrate our model, and in general enjoys wide use as a measurement of stress-induced birefringence, as usually applied it only yields an integrated principal stress difference and does not indicate directly the individual stress components. Tomographic methods can be applied to deconvolve the stress tensor partially or completely, but are often difficult to implement. Measurement of glass fictive temperature using vibrational spectroscopy has been used to study a wide range of glass-forming systems [15] [16] . The fictive temperature, T f , is defined as the temperature of the equilibrium melt whose structure is equivalent to that of the cooled glass. Although a single order parameter has been shown insufficient for completely describing silicate systems [17] , characterization of T f does yield meaningful insight to the thermal history. Most importantly for the question about stress, the fictive temperature is known to scale well with volumetric changes [18] so that measurement of T f can be equated with measurement of strain from thermoplastic deformations. Figure 6 : Typical Raman spectra measured for as received (T f ~1315K) and laser heated (T f ~1900K) fused silica indicated the change in D 2 band intensity used to measure T f . Figure 6 shows two typical confocal micro-Raman spectra corresponding to as-received SiO 2 and a region that was CO 2 laser heated to ~2000K. Geissberger and Galeener [15] first studied the changes in the SiO 2 Raman spectra for samples of different fictive temperature and showed that virtually all Raman bands shifted 1-20 cm -1 for 900 < T f < 1700C. More dramatically, the intensities of the so-called 'defect' bands D 1 and D 2 were observed to increase with T f , indicating a higher concentration of 4-and 3-ring Si-O groups at higher temperatures as predicted by quantum molecular dynamics [19] . Therefore, because of the higher sensitivity of the ring defect population with fictive temperature, we chose to measure the D 2 band intensity, normalized to the 1 band at ~440cm -1 , which can be related to T f as (6) Where E a = 0.4±0.03 eV is the D 2 activation energy [15] , k B is Boltzmann's constant, and I D2 is the normalized intensity of the D 2 band. I 0 is a calibration factor chosen such that T f = T g = 1315K on an as-received sample which was annealed in an N 2 purged oven at T g for 2.5 hours and ramped down at 5K/min. This calibration was further verified against T f estimated from shifts in the Si-O-Si asymmetric stretch TO mode at ~1065 cm -1 , showing consistent behavior over the range of T f studied here (1315-1900K).
A set of sites were measured over the same thermal history range as presented in the fracture studies, but absent of any damage initiation and growth. Spatially resolved axial scans were done along r=0 to investigate the depth of the heat-affected zone and the relative changes to T f over the first few hundred microns of the sample. The effect of varying peak temperature and cooling rate on T f (z) is shown in Fig. 7 . All quench and ramp cases studied displayed a characteristic sigmoidal shape with dT f /dz~0 at the surface, and a mostly monotonic decrease into the bulk to T fT g . Similar to the fracture experiments, the most dramatic change occurred from 1700 to 2000K and between quenched and non-quenched cases. For T max >2000K, T f at the surface was ~1900K, and the increase in peak temperature (laser power) only affected the maximum depth of the material with T f >T g . Since changes in T f can be ) / ln( The peak in hoop stress away from z=r=0 can also be understood in terms of the T f (z) profiles observed in the Raman measurements. If one considers that the strain created between SiO 2 regions of high and low T f is somewhat similar to that encountered at the boundary layer in a lattice mis-matched system, the maximum stress should reside where the gradient in lattice constants is largest. Theoretically, the fictive temperature depends only on the thermal history and a relaxation function M(T, T f , ) specific to the glass system in question [20] . As pointed out earlier, the dynamics of structural relaxation near T g , and hence the exact form of M(T, T f , ), is a subject of continued debate and refinement [21] , but behaves generally as M→0 for T>>T g and M→1 for T~T g . Using the formalism of Markovsky and Soules [20] and referencing the annealing point in the viscosity curve from Corning [22] such that = (1315K)/G ∞ =127s, we can formulate M, integrate over differential thermal history and compute T f for comparison with the micro-Raman measurements. For the highest temperature quench cases shown in Fig. 7 , T max =2300 and T max =3000K), we compute a surface on-axis value of 1920K and 1940K respectively. Likewise, the lower temperature case and the 2300K ramp fictive temperatures were calculated to be 1600K and 1450K, respectively. The larger discrepancy for the ramp case is not presently understood. Nonetheless, the prospect of evaluating the effect of thermal cycles on structural deformations and hence residual stress, could be useful as a development tool since thermal-only calculations require much less computing time compared to the full thermomechanical equivalent.
CONCLUSIONS
Sufficient control of the surface temperature during CO 2 laser heating of silica-based UV optics as a function of time and position is required to limit residual stress to an acceptable level and avoid critical fracture. 351 nm, 3ns Gaussian damage growth experiments within regions of varying residual stress caused by prior CO 2 laser exposures were studied to examine the behavior of critical fracture in these regions. While the core size of the damage increased with the number of UV laser pulses at a rate similar to previous studies of unstressed SiO 2 , the radial fracture associated with the residual stress grew more slowly after critical fracture and gradually moved tangentially. It was found that increasing peak temperature above 2000K only had a weak effect on the flaw size required to initiate critical fracture, while including a linear ramp cool down cycle or limiting T max to <2000K had a much stronger effect. Finite element analysis was used to model a coupled thermal-mechanical system which included a Maxwell viscoelastic relaxation term in the constitutive equation. The modeling results showed that the maximum in hoop and radial stress was located away from z=r=0, and that the spatial variation in r versus z could explain the tangential component and bounding behavior found in the critical fracture experiments. The critical stress estimated from fracture experiments using brittle fracture theory were in general agreement with maximum and surface hoop stresses predicted using finite element modeling and ranged from 16 -35 MPa for the cases studied here. Thermally stressed regions were non-destructively characterized using polarimetry and confocal Raman microscopy to measure the stress induced birefringence and fictive temperature respectively. The T f (z) profiles indicated that the effect of the lower temperature treatments or the non-quench cooling methods was to limit the magnitude but also the extent of material with high fictive temperature and thus decrease the total strain in the system.
Residual stress and damage-induced critical fracture on CO2 laser treated fused silica Questions and Answers Q. How repeatable were the morphologies of the fracture?
A. Well, they were repeatable in the region over which they were seen. There was always this bounding region that as long as you repeatedly exposed it with the heating laser, they always terminated at the edges of the less than Tg region. In terms of number fractures, we didn't do a very careful study, but they tended to be two to three radial fractures that were roughly spaced evenly. There wasn't any specific orientation to the fractures.
Q. You said that the hoop stress was a maximum about 100 to 200 microns down, but in terms of what stress initiates the radial fractures, was that at the surface or does the depth play a role? Also, in what way would the profile of the stress determine the depth to which the fractures would go? Do you have any feelings about that.
A. So, I guess those two questions are related. I couldn't really get into it. The fact that the stress was non-uniform and that in the critical fracture experiments where we're deliberately growing and exploring different regions within the damage area itself makes the connection with critical fracture and the damage site size a little bit murky. Generally, at least for the quenched cases, the stress at the maximum which was in the bulk appeared to correlate with thje critical fracture, so we believe that the fracture at the damage site going into the bulk was finding that peak stress region.
Q. At some of those higher temperatures, silicon dioxide disproportionates into the monoxide and oxygen. Did you see any evidence of that?
A. Yes. The second slide shows the silicon monoxide vapor pressure curve. In terms of what'w left on the surface, no, but a the higher temperatures we are evaporating a lot but we didn't study that.
Q. One other comment. The Raman spectral study was quite interesting. Did you see similar effects with the 490 cm-1 peak that you saw with the 600 cm-1 peak?
A. As you can see, the 490 peak is right at the edge of the main band and is a bit more susceptible to noise. We looked at a number of these bands but the D2 or 600 cm-1 band was the least noisy and was the best way to go.
